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Your submission
Part A : OPD
- Issue 1: I support the regular requirement be the 3 hours (half day) and
only in years where laws change that the requirement be extended to the 5
hours (full day.)
In my experience the administrative aspects are repetitive and unnecessary.
- Issue 2: I think it is blatantly obvious that the 2 key annual payments
ought to be aligned in timing! And as the academic year is based on the
calendar, it seems logical that the alignment ought to be according to the
calendar year also.
I feel – as adults – that Celebrants ought to be able to manage the end of
year deadline.
- Issue 3: I support subject availability for other ceremonies – memorials,
funerals and namings.
- Issue 4: I favour scrapping OPD requirement completely in their 1st year for
new Celebrants as it is redundant (I was caught in this issue myself in
2014.)
- Issue 5: Whatever costs less? – which seems to be the AG Dept continuing
to monitor.
Part B : Conflict of Interest
- I believe strongly that Option 2 should resolve the issue well
I feel that opening up the full gamut of wedding services to the Celebrant
would be wrong, it would begin the ‘corporatisation of the Celebrancy
business’ in an unseemly way and ultimately undermine the dignity of the
legal aspect of the role of Celebrant.

